
Live Loved. Love Living. Live Loving. Rest.

Mike Parsons keeps being told by Father to, “Live loved. Love living. Live loving. Rest.”1 These are the
same instructions he’s given to others, including myself. The only difference is the expression Father has
used in putting the points together. 

We should all take a step in faith and do the same as Father’s instructed Mike – IT MUST BE VERY
IMPORTANT. 

Father expanded on this expression with the following information:

“[E]nter rest and focus living in love, joy and peace. Develop this state in every circumstance and
situation by practising how to live loved, no matter what appears to be going on around you. Practise
how to live loving, and look for things to be thankful for…  

Seek  first  kingdom  opportunities  to  be  fruitful  and  increase,  by  subduing  and  ruling  over  the
circumstances in every situation by administering peace from peace. Live with a positive ‘can do’
attitude and an expectancy that sees the potential in every circumstance and situation. Practise living
loving by choosing to forgive and release in every situation and circumstance; and love will win and
overcome.  Learn  to  choose  the  reality  that  best  aligns  with  My  heart  in  every  situation  and
circumstance and let nothing else be a possibility to distract you from rest. Do not major on the minor
things of life that have no eternal consequence; always be looking from the perspective that is above.
Do not let circumstances deflect you from living in rest. Some things that can affect you emotionally
have  no  eternal,  heavenly  importance.  Rest  is  living  from Heaven  on  the  Earth  and  manifesting
Heaven on the Earth in every situation and circumstance… 

Choose to trust Me by seeking first My kingdom. Rest is not the absence of storms, troubles and trials
but trusting Me in them and overcoming the fear through perfect love. Love is your shield and helmet
of defence and your sword of offense. As perfect love casts out all fear, then there is no need to be
anxious or worry. Never live in the absence of something, as in a vacuum, but be filled with love, joy
and peace and there will be no room for anything else. 

I am always more than enough, abundant and overflowing…” 2

There is much more to learn from what Father has told Mike.
Check out the many other sessions using the weblink in the footnote below.
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(Readers will need to look up for themselves any scriptures alluded to in this document)

1 – Mike Parsons "Vision Destiny 2020 – Part 13"        (Mike’s website requires a free logon and password)
      eg.freedomarc.org/path-player?courseid=new-vision-destiny-2020&unit=5de7b19847d7dd0e658b4597Unit [click attachment icon to download PDF]
2 – Mike Parsons "Vision Destiny 2020 – Part 13"     -----   same source as above
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